
TICKET
(MAIL TICKET)

 

Compagnia Italiana di Navigazione S.p.A. - P.Iva 06784021211
Via Larga, 26 - 20122 - Milano
Society is subject to the direction and
coordination on the part of Onorato Armatori S.r.l.
Transacted in the name and for bill of: Moby SpA Milano, arranged by:
MOBY Lines Europe GmbH
Philipp-Försch-Str. 9b 55257 Budenheim
Email info@mobylines.de
WhatsApp: https://wa.me/4917656916430

- RESIDENTE -

authorisation code:  6116 ticket number: K234781749
booking date: 11/01/2023 10:15 booking reference: WS3111F02P
client:  USAI MANUELBRUNO
On behalf of: Compagnia Italiana di Navigazione S.p.A.

outbound:Olbia (Olbia) - Civitavecchia (Civitavecchia)     departure date: 12/01/2023 22:30
 

  special
tariff

category   qta.  L(cm) bis  H(cm) bis   car plate red. in €

passengers  KA Adult 1     26.40
accomodation  KC2 Inside double cabin, bunk bed (C2) 1     0.00
    KQEC2 Tariff esclusive use for C2 1     26.95
    KQAC2 Adult rate tariff for C2 1     27.50

vehicle  K1 Small car up to 4 meters long Cat.1 1  150 GG200EN 56.10
Traveller:USAI MANUELBRUNO Surcharges and taxes: 25.41

  total:162.36
EU ticket: 162.36

Diritti portuali A.P. Nord Sardegna € 5.08
Diritti di Security A.P. Nord Sardegna € 3.50
 
Doing this booking you are entitled to a reduction voucher, valid for your next trip, as long as places for this promotion on the departures therefor foreseen are available (see attached voucher with conditions).
 
ResidentsÂ’ tariff: please see the general conditions attached to these travel documents and published on our website https://en.tirrenia.it/
 

Agency:
VM0051
DIRECT LONDON GREAT SUTTON STREET KRE/DEPO
IP10 0BF - IPSWICH 

 

IMPORTANT:
In compliance with the Security regulations and the General Series Circular n. 106 of the Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport on Safety in Navigation, customers when embarking must show in addition to
their ticket a valid identity document for all passengers, including MINORS. Embarkation will be refused if these identity documents are not shown.

This document is valid as definitive only if accompanied by an extract of the General Transport Conditions, which are an integral part of the travel documents. If passengers do not have these conditions when they board, they can
request them when boarding.

Please note that there is automatic maritime roaming via satellite connections on board the vessel, which is provided and managed by third parties. The maritime roaming tariffs are increased and are not included in the normal tariffs applicable in Italy and the
EU. To avoid using maritime roaming, you can deactivate the roaming option on the mobile device or activate flight mode. To use voice only, you must deactivate mobile data. Please pass on the information on maritime roaming to your fellow travelers as part
of this booking.
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DISCOUNT VOUCHER € 27.39
Discount code: MTVBNL1M3R

Reservation number: WS3111F02P

Customer: USAI MANUELBRUNO

 

Valid from 14/01/2023 to 30/09/2023

 

 
The discount is valid from the third day after the booking date and can be applied to a subsequent
ticket for all Moby lines Sardinia, Corsica and Elba (except Santa Teresa-Bonifacio-Santa Teresa)
and for Tirrenia on the Naples-Palermo-Naples route, until 30.09.2023 with departure dates equal
to or after the journey for which the discount was granted (for outbound/return tickets, the date of
the return journey applies). The discount voucher is also valid for the Tirrenia-Civitavecchia-Olbia-
Civitavecchia itinerary from 01.06.2023 to 30.09.2023 and the Genoa-Porto Torres-Genoa route
from 01.06.2023 to 30.09.2023, subject to the availability of spaces allocated for the promotion on
the designated days.
The value of the discount voucher is calculated at the time of the first ticket purchase; it is not
recalculated for subsequent amendments.
The voucher can be used for tickets that are worth less or more than the voucher itself (after
deduction of taxes, fees, insurance, meals, and skills). If the value of the new ticket is higher than
the amount of the voucher, the difference must be paid. On the other hand, if the value of the new
ticket is less than the amount of the voucher, the difference will not be refunded, no new voucher is
created
If the ticket on the basis of which the discount voucher was issued is cancelled, the validity of the
discount code will also automatically expire.
No discount voucher will be generated for tickets issued with group fares, other reductions or
special agreements or offers from other operators.
The discount voucher can be combined with all MOBY and TIRRENIA offers.
he discount voucher can only be used to discount a new MOBY or TIRRENIA ticket, not for
amendments or activating "parked" tickets.
The offer is not valid retroactively.
The discount voucher cannot be converted into a cash refund under any circumstances.
The discount voucher is interchangeable between the companies (Moby and Tirrenia).
The discount voucher is issued by name, but it is possible to pass it on to third parties by filling in
this relevant form https://www.mobylines.com/mds/web/mref-voucher.app?bonus=Y&lingua=en

The discount voucher was issued 11/01/2023
Full conditions available on www.mobylines.com and

en.tirrenia.com 

LOONEY TUNES and all related characters and elements ï¿½ & ï¿½ Warner Bros.

Entertainment Inc. (s23) 

https://www.mobylines.com/mds/web/mref-voucher.app?bonus=Y&lingua=en

